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The present study was based upon'the_laboratoryzwarch of Ainsworth

f-----
NO her associates (1963, 1964,. 1967, 1969, 1974; Ainsworth & Bell, 1969,

1910; Ainsworth, Bell Staytdn:41191(1, 1972; Ainsworth & Wittig, 19690)-which
.

."

is concerned with 'Mother- infant interactions arid development of'attachment.
. .

.

The work of Ainsworth and others, with their extensions to.naturalistic.

observation in homes, represented,a major nehodological advanceilent over

.

earlier work based almost entirely upon parental retrospective self reports

for review of early work,see.Bowlby, 1969; Caldwell, 1964;Gewirtz, 1972).

However, the research on parent-child interaction and development of attachment

has fodused almo st exclusively On mother -child interaction.' Historically, the
s ;

father has been igndred in the research literature in child development. It

seems that when'the 'father has been dealth with, the variable of concern has

% been4ather absence. Lewis and Rosenblum open the door for possible positive
.4..

. .

plierhafinflusnots by referring to the -"caregiver," but they'acknowledge
,

the

. f w' 1.
dead. offitudies employing the father in parent-child interaction research.

.1"

The ,recent work of Kotelchuch and of Kagdn'represent notable changes.

iThereforevthis study was an initial investigation involving the use of a
. - .. .

.

'modification of AinsworthIsistranger situation: We were, interested in whether

.

or not sex of parent, sex olechild, and se ; of stranger halpany differential

effecls on the behLiOr exhibited by infa is during the stranger - separation

situation. Thirty-five one-year-old infants 16 males and 19 females from middle
.

. ..) . ,
class families were-.observed and videotaped twice, at a one week interval.

Sex of parent, order of parent (which was counterbalanced), and situational

episode were varied within subjects, whjle sex of child and sex of stranger

were subject variables.
,

GG.O003 ,
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'Procedures
) .

The parent and child were met by one Of,the.authors and instructions were

given as to the method and piirpose of the study. The patent and infant were

,taken to the testing room, which was furnished to Obsemble a living room.

Six toys were placed on the floor, which was marked of into 9 3 x 3.ft. squares.

t The toys were: a firetruck, blocks, doll, teddy bear, ball, and a toy phne.

Video taping took place behind a one-way mirror. The parent placed the infant

in the center square, and then was seated in a.chair.just "off center" .in front

.

-'of the child and off the gridded area. The parent Was'instructed not to initiate.
.

. 46 a .
any behavior, but to respond naturallyto his of her child. -After a 5 minute

.interval, the stranger entered and was seated next to itte parent. This three
. c .

minute episode consisted of three segments: .for 1 minute there was no inter-
.

action between the stranger andparentp for 1 minute the parent and stranger

talked with each other; and for the final minute, )he stranger got on the'floor

and. played with the infant. At the end of this episode, .the parent stow up

and said "bye-bye" and left the room. The third - episode lasted a maximum of
t.

3 minutes, since the'tarent, observing through the one-way mirror or their,/

monitor, could terminate the epibode if he 9r she fekt the, child was too upset

to continue. If the child cried, the stranger attempted to comfort the child

and to interest the chid in playing with the toys,. The 'fourth episode was
. ,

considered the first reunion episode. The parent re-entered t}ile room and yted .4

until the child made some form of greeting
) either by looking at'the parent'or

locomotion toward the parent. When this occurred, the strange' left the room,
r

and when the child was once again playing with the-toys, the parent4also left.

The fifth episode consisted'ofihechild alone in the room. This episode lasted

3 minutes or it was terminated by the parent if it1 was believed that the child

G 0:4
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A
was too upset and continuation would cause problems: When this.episode was

finished the stranger re-entered the room and during the sixth episodeloattempted

to interact with the child either by active play or by'comforiing the child:
4.

If the stranger was unsuccessful in comforting the child, the parent. could once
, .

.
. . .

again terminate the episo At the end of 3 minutes, the parent re- entered
1 1

the room and.waited for the child to react. This final episode. the'seventh,

`was the second reunion episode and lasted approximdtely 2 minutes.

Results& Discussion 4

Data were obtained on the manipulatIon of 'the six toys; visual response to

parent, to stranger, and about the room; crying; touching parent or tranger;

ofk,

locomotion; and vocalizations to parent, to 4ranger, and to self (vocaltzation

direcilOn was arbitrarily determined by the direction of infant's gaze as the

vocalization occurred). The data were collected by time sampling procedures,
\

/ . . ,

, 0
employing.a 15 second interval. Contingency table data, were obtained which

/

!'
1 .. A

assessed various child,proximity and contact seeking, contact maintaining,
. \

/ .
.

proximity avoidance, and contact resisting behaviors in relation to specjfied

i .
,. .

`adrift actions. A questionnaire was also administered to each parent independently
,t

in an attempt to assess prebirth involvement, amount of time spenalth child
1 4 4

in various activities bY,spouse and self, and bepavioral responses to a crying

. child.

Strangers were.trained,via readingl'modeling, and videotape feedback. There

were .3 male strangers and 5 female strangers. Scorers were trained to a criterion

of 80% inCerscorer agreement be2lore any data scored by them were included. in

the analysis, and scoring wias checked subsequently on a random basis to make

certainreliable scoring was'being maintained.

Since the length of the episodes varied due to the parents' opportunity to .

stop an episode*if.they felt

.00

heir child was too distressed, the time sampling
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data Were Converteh to percentages --iue., the number of occurrences divided-by

1.

number of 15 sec. intervals in.the episode. Analyses of variance including
. .

sex of parent, order ofsparett, sex o stranger, sex of child,,, and episodes
. . -.....6"d

.6
were, conducted on each of the .time firamplingvariiibles.

. c

Since the mothers in the sample reported sppnding 'considerably, more time
.

than the fathers with their children we expected to-find behaviors indicating
.. 4. o .

greater.attachment to the mothers than to the fathers. However, our time

sampling data were not consistent In this regard. In general, infants showed
/

crying behaviors, Connotingdistress (or disorganization behayors), significantly

more with their mothers than with their fathers (p<.01). The only significant

sex of child effect was that male infants exhibited "mild" crying mope than.

female infants (p<.05). /here was also a tendency (p<.10) for the infants to

exhibit. intense crYint with female Strangers in.the reunion and child alone

'episodes. 9

A second behavior whichhas been usedto suggest attachmght to a parent

.was touching or .clinging behavior. Tex.of parentwas found to have a significant

:

.main effect (p.001) with the infants touchingthemother more than the father.

This difference was also found to be significant in relation4Q the infants

behavior toward the stranger. The infants touehed the stranger more in the

"mother present situation than withlthe father present (p<.05).

A

We classifiektouch behavior as an example of prdtest'behaviors, because

these responses were primarily either holding on tightly to parent durrng reunion

episodes and to tlwstranger during stranger-child episodes, or a reponse to

the appearance of the-stranger during the seco d episode.

If onefocuses orOirect, positive approac reqonses as indices of attachment;

rather than indirect indices (alch as protest, distress, or disorganization'

behaviors), we find that a ntifier of positive approach responses were made

significaritly more with. fathers thari with mothers. Infants vocalized more to

"' C 0 00-6
so:
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their fathers in general (p<.05), .as well as particularly in the first episode

and in the two reunion episodes. The sex of child by lex of parent interaction'

tended toward significance (p<-10)for tPlvocalization to stranger response.

That is, female infants vocalized more to the stranger when with their fathers

than with their mothers, and sons vocalized more to strangers when with'. their

mothers. The infants alvo tended (p<.10) to vocalize more td themselCin the

presence of their fathers than in the presence of -their mothers. In addition',
..

,a
. ,,

the infants made signtfidantly more visual responses to their fathers (p<.001)

.
- (

...

. ...

.

than to'their mo'hergespecially In the two reunion episodes and in the first

..*
. 1

episode), and more visual responses to the st ranger.in the father-child situation
\ . . ./

(p<.05). The same cross-sex trend (p<.10) that was nOticed in.the vocalization'

responses/ was also present in the visual responses to the stranger.'

With respect to,exploratory behaviors the infants made significantly (p<.05)

more visual exploratory behavior(i.et, looking about the room) in the mother -

child situation (an exception being in the child alone episode). ,Visual responses

to toys resulted in iwo puzzling and difficult -to- interpret interactions: A 2-way
0

interaction between sex.of parent and sexof stranger (p.01.) was found in that ,

the infants IoOked at the toys mores with a male stranger and the than with

any other combination of parent-stranger. The three-way interaction between sex

- . .

of parent-sex of child-sex of stranger was significant (p<.01) in' that the male,,,
,.

,

children looked at the toys more with a male stranger, independent of'sex of .

1
4 #

parent,
A
while thecfemale infants look at the toys more ,with opposite sex pairs

. . 4

than'with same sex par--that is, when stranger and parent were'of opposite'sex.

Infants-Significantly manipulated the toys more with theirfathert present than

with Iheir,mothers (p<.01). ,A significant interaction betweesex ofgparent and

sex of child.(p<.05) was found in that the difference in toy playing in 16 presence
'

of the parents and favoring the father was greater for female infants than for

f
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Male infants. The separate analyses for t he.individual toy s did not result in

-

* any major sex differences,.except fOr the roll in which females played with the

doll more than males Ip.01). However, a few interesting crdss.-sex. trends were

determined which might ieldte to sex -typing at an coyly age.

Fvell though we were not fEltriaily interested in .sex- typing when we selected

the toys, two of the toys - -drill and teddy bedr--cou14,be considered tOrbe female
. - ,

oriented and the' truck, ball, and blocks to be male orienitd.. The data suggest

.e.

that therleis a cross-sex effect with the toys. -Looking afthe behaviors across-..
,

episodes, males played with the blocks more than females (p<.01), while females
r

-plaYed with stuffed animal more than males (p<i05). There' was little. difference

in the,amount of playing widdiNAither the doll or stuffed tiiimal.between males
.

4%'
.

t
..,

and.females if the mother w preMent 'However;, with the presence of the father

manipulation of these twq toys greatly increase for females while activity of,

-. . ...
.

this sort decreased for.the males. This sex of parenl by sex of child interaction
.. . I 1......k

wad statistically significant only for the teddy bear (p<.01). With the ball,'''_,

the pattern
,

was in the opposite direction--no difference with the father present,

but males played Mich more with the ball than.girls with the moiher present (p<.10).

Dealinf; with the blocks, the males played with the blocks more than did the females

with the mother present and there was very little difference when the *Mier

waa present. The one discrepancy in this cross-se2,effect was playintwith the

trucks Males played, with the truck more than females yhen'the fathers were present

and no-difference existed when the motherwasloa sent. This is a result, we

belie' e, of the low frequency of the infentsoplaying with. the truck. Further.
0

'research Which will investigate sex-typing. in this situation has been plont.

The time-sampling data seem to tuggest that there does not appear to be a

( unitary Cpstruct. of attachment, but rather, as suggested by Ainsworth and Gewirtz,

different patterns of attachment behaviors which develop individually in relation

Sow.
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to speci'fice figures And as consequences of specified interactional'experiences.

Traditional indices of attachment (indirect, disorganization,behaviors) suggest
.1011

that the infants were more attached to their mothers. HOWekrer, positive.approach
i,

... 4

behaviors suggest the fathers as stro er attachmen!. figures. It May be that

the 'infants were no less,attached to their mothers, but previous interactidno
.

between the infants and their mothers were such that distress or disorganization

behaviors like crying and clinging'were maintained by themothers. If these

I

behaviors generally are incompatible with liositive approach responses, the
G

latter attachment behaviors would be less likely to odour in the mother -child

situation relative to the father-child situation. The interactions between

the infant and the father appear much more conducive to positive approach

behaviors. Since the father in our sample spends relatively little tine with
0

the infant, this lima is usually spent in play behazior and therefore the father-

child situation could trigger such behavior to occur. Also, the child is more

accustomed to haying the fatherleave the room,and therefore, the anxiety

behaviors may be elicited.
..

'

Analyses of the conti ey table data appear 'to .support the differentialinn
-parental effects and to add so e new, aspect's. It must be kept in mind that the.

4
+PP

parept and child behaviors in/the contingency table are discrete categorieg of

behaviors alldwing_statements only about what child behaviors occur concurrently

.with which parental behaviors. This mode of analysis does not allow analyses

of sequential relationships--a major disadvantage. We therefore have conducted

square analyses of this data. (All chi square results presented were

statistically significant at least at the p<.05 level).

First.of all, when collapsing across all contact maintenance behavioxls

these infant pretest behaviori, are exhibited consistently more often with mothers

than with fathers #n any episode. .For example, for those contact maintaining

1

C0009
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.

behaviors occurring in Episode 4/1 (stranger,child stranger reunion), the child
s

. ,

engages kr, stronger contact-maintenance behaviors (reaching, clinging, resisting
I . '

'being put down vs. merely vocal protest at being put down) when mothers had
....

1

beenjpresent than with fathers. Also in the last parent reunion episode the
(

infants engaged not only in st nger contact maintenance behaviors (reaching,

clinging, resisting being put dowri vs. merely vocal protest at beinput down)

when mothers hadlbeen present than with fathers. Also in the last parents,
a

reunion episode the infants engaged not only in strtnger contact maintenance

hehaviorsieith the mothers, but also are more likely than expected to engage
.

in proximity acontact keeking bqhaviors along with contact maintenance behairiors

with their mothers. The'absolute frequencies for the fathers. did show more

.

frequent contact seeking and maintaining behaviors than avoidance and resistance
.

\
, :.

.

behaviors, hut the proximity avoidance and contact resistance behaviors occurred'
1.0

4

more oftne than expected with fathers. Stronger proximity contact seeking
.-

. .

behaviors (clamVering to get, Alp on parent)-were shown in the first reunion with

the mother. The reactions to mother's absence in theform of search behaviors -

V 1 ,

were also stronger in all three episodes of patmtql Wence. Further the
.

reactions...to thepresence of the stranger were more serious in the mother situation

than father situation. Spe'cifically, the more serious proximity-avoidance..- i
. .

behaviors 'with respect to the stranger occurred th the pother situations (for the

parent-child-stranger ,episode and the two stranger-child episodes)., Juit as`

in the time sampling data these stranger protest behaviors (proximity-avoidance

and parental search) appeared to occdt more than expected with female strangers

than to male strangers.

There- were, however, a number of interestifigicross-sex effects 4n all
4

episOdes involving both the parent and child. Male infants engaged in proximity-f"

contact seeking, and contact maintaining behaviors significantly more than expected
4

*k.
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in the mothersituation while daughter re significantly more likely to

e'
perform these "game behaviors with their e There er066-6eX ffeete

occurred in all-episodes involving, parent and child and in the ca i.rnt pt'

all. the parental behaviors k the contingen4 table. Th44..is interect'ing in

light of similar crow -sex effects observed in the tim.sampling data for toy

,

. .

manipiujetion, some of'whiTh,appear to have some imp4cations for sex typing.

. Finallp. there were a number ofFhild.seX-differenges vhichwere highly
.. I

. -,

-
.,.

. .

. : Ar ...
' ...:-,significant, but which were not always conristent. In epiummat IT (parent-child-

. - ..e. ..
A

stranger) male infants were more likely to maintain contact with theirl, entr,

while female infants were more likely to seek proximity. With respect to the

stranger the male infants sought proximity more while females avoided contact;

but, withinttte proximity avoidance behav rs, male infants exhAlted rtwonFer

forms of avoidance. In Episode III (stra r and child) it was the reverp!--

males were more like.ly toavotd,and resist convt with the Stranger while
. .

,

females attempted to maintsin,contact. This was also true in the stratiFer

reunion episqe In the child alone episode the male infants eIhibitd stronger

" .

search behaviors (poinp .to door, 'remaining there and banging on the door), whrear

females merely visually oriented to the door or parent's chair. In the latt

parent reunion episode the daughters showed much stronger contact maintenamle

behaviors.

.cfri IA 1 .
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It apparent from these initiate
."..

in grneral and'aiiachmentbehaviOrs

suggested by studying only mother-

,r
itself4. The father is or can aNvery influential figure In parent-child

oc

10

nge that the parent-chi' 4Linterations

rtifula alp much more complex than

ild interaction (which is complex in and 6f

1.46
interaction and in themother-father-childtriad. 'Aviously longer term ()beer-

.

vations are needed with seq4ential and syseem.analldes. In addition consideration

is peedeCof family dinaatics variables, !suckers degree of father involvement in

thelfetira process and4n*day-to-day care of infant, and how th;se variables
4r"

Ir

. relate to direct parfht-child interaction and development of.shild, maternal,
°-0

'and` rIntill sittliAoent: We are currently examining our cidestionnaire1data in

.

. ,. t .;

relation to thr time safplipg and ctTingency table data with very interesting
. a1 . .

%a41.results.'''

Appendix .

, Contingency Table
:Categorlei.otliehtviors: sfarent.lr Stranger "4

The categories of adult behavior cbsiryed are as fbllows:
1. Persbn does nothim: this /deludes behavt6rs in which the person

'ti.e.; striolgeror parent),is not involved in any ,interaction witti..the
child. ,Re or ebe may be sitting to the chair, standing.in the doorway,
sifting oh the Moro etc.. He mai, be coniersing with another adult
at this time.

.

P. Petton-talks to child: e parent or stranger.* directing comments
to the 41114rant. He o she may be across the room or next ;grant..

r \ o
,Person active engages in play with the infant: The person is either
attempting nterest the child in a.toy-or is trying to get the
child toplay viii him (this cotila include asking the child to show
him a toy, or encouraging the child to play a game such as, peek -a -boo,
or patty-cake).

4. Person approaches the child! This includes approaches made by the
adult toward the child in mn effort to interest him a toy, as well as in
in effOrt to booferI and child.

5. Person. comforts the child when he or she is distressed: This includes
attempts by in adu3 to c9mfort a distressed* child, by holding him,

a

,

,

C601`?
to.
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'carrying him around, putting his arm around the child arid drawing him
close, etc..

'41

Person attempts to put hild This involves behavloi which
mill occur after a*reunion,episode, or situation in which a child
has been held and comforttd. The parent will attempt to put the
infant dowh on the floor and withdraw from contact.

Contingency ,Table

Categories of Behavior: 'Child

. ,

P following behaviors"Will te-numbered along a continum of 1-5 wIth
representing the weakest manifestation of,a particular category of-behavior
and c representing the .strongest maniTestation of the behavior.

1. Proximity and contact seeking behavior:
1. talking r.directed vocalization:

ti

1P.., a partial approdch to the parent or stranger.
3. active gestures such at reaching or leaning toward the adult, and

distressed cries, or offering toys.
4. a.full approach to the adult in which actual physical contact is

achieved by the infant touching the person.
c. clinging to the adult and clambering to get up.

4

e contact-maintaini behaviors. i.e. these behaviors which occur
when. the adult attempt to put the infant down:

A
1. holding onto the adult when beingIeld..
2.' vocal protest at being put dbwn:
3. reaching up' to be picked back.up..can be accompanied by vocal protest.

4, clinging to the adult after or she ,has been put down.

5. resisting release while the adult is initially trying to putthe
attempt is initially made to put,the child down. In this category,

infant manifests a determination' notto be put down.

3. Proximit and interaction avoidi behaviors--these ertain to a
situation which would usually elicit a greeting, approach or at least
a visual regard, such as in the reunion e isodes or e isodes in which

the adult is trying to interact mith.t e

1. initially Child looks at adult but quickly looks away.
initially ignoping the adult. when an attetit is made to engage his
attention, or when the adult enters the room.

,3.. pointedly avoiding looking at adult or avoiding touching toys
offered by adult,-this would appear to be a deliberate refusal
of thechild.to orient to the adult despite attempts to engage the
child it interaction.

4. turning ` away from the adult.

5. 1A6ving away from the adult.

4. Contact and i.ntetesiactionrtiviors:

00013
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1. Squirming toget down after having been picked up. / A

P. aTter initial conflict is made with the addlt, the chid refuses to.
s- be picked up or comforted.

.

/
.

.3. pushing. or throwing away "the toys through which theradult attempts
to initiate interaction.

I 4. pushing away adult mho attempts to make contact. ,

5. hitting, kinking, and/or screaming at adult who tempts to make 1 .

contact. .

5. Search behaviolleenly.in episodes 4,6, and 7):
1. remaining oriented to the door or glancing a 1.t.
P. going to the ;parent's empty chair or simply looking at it.
3. going all around the room, looking for, the rent or visually looking

about' the rooiowfor the parent.
4. following the adult to the door and remai ing at the door.
5. trying to open the door or banging on it:

Voa

aaa

Description of Episode
t Instructions to Parent: the stia er situation

,..,

A e.
Parent is shown tit* room, the arrangement'of e toys, eic..Experimenter leaves,
and parent places child on,tloor next to .fle ays .

EPISODES .

0

1...Parent and Child (5 minutes)...after
/

placing the child on the floor facing
the toys, the parent responds to child or reassures child if thitris
required; but does not try to get child's ttention. We are,interested in seeing
the kind of interett child has in a new situation. If the child spOntaneously
begins to play with the toys or explores the room, we let. the child continue
to do so without interruption.for five minutes. If, at the end of two minutes,
the child has not begun to play-with the toys, a knock will ecjind on the wall,
signalling the parent to take he child over to the toys and to, try to arouse
interest in diem. Then, aftefla moment, the parent will go back to the chair.
and we will note what the child does for the rest of the-i episode.

2...Stranger, Parent, Child 3 minutes)...A st nger enters and introduces
hen14himself herself brief "to the parent-and% goes to the second ehair, across

from the parent, and sits quietly for One minute. Then the Stranger engages, the
parenin conversation for one minute, and finally invites the child's attention
for one minute. Parent sits quietly in the chair throughout this4"talking only
When the stranger talks with the parent. We vish to observe what the 'chiles
responses are to progressive attention from a stranger, with the parent prftent
but not'active.

.

3...Stranger, Child (3 minuteo)...The ofrang0 coptinues to play With the child
.as the parent leaves the room as unobtpsively a* possible. We note the child's!
interest ia strange room with only a stranger present. Parent closes the door
and goe8 to the observation room to watch the child through the one-way glass

,

or on theTV monitor. If the child becomes dIstrimed, the parent may stop the
episode before the three minutes is, up.
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.. 4..c.Patent, Child...An observer will tell the pareit when to begin this

1

episode...Parent opens the door, and star is in the d orway...After some ,

hesitation (so that we can see vat the child does) the parent greets the
child and makes the child comfortable for the next episode by, settling the
childmon the floor playing with the toys. .

r

5..Child alone (3 minutes)...When the observer j ges thatthe child is
settled enough tq be ready for the next episode., the arent will be signaled to
leave the room. The parent picks a' moment when the bild seems cheerfully
dccupied with the toys, gets up, and goes to the doo . At the door parent pause
and'says,Dbye-byen to the child, and leaves 'the roo closing the door behind
him (het). We want to se% how the child reacts to t paient's departure and
what the child vi .l do all by himself in a strange ro m If the child becomes
distressed,,thepaxevt may, stop the episode.

6,.istranger, Child (3 minutes)...The 'stranger re- enters the room and the
child's response to the stranger is noted...If the child is dittressed in the
absence of the parent, the stranger attempts to comfort the child,- and the N,
child'sreactidn is noted. Stranger attempts to get child back' to playing
with the toys in the absence of the paret.

7...Parent, Child (2 minutes)...Prent re-enters the room, pausing to allow
the child to respond. Once child has made some form of response to the parent,
the stranger leaves the room. The parent interacts with the child either by
talking or playing with the child. Parent attempts to get child back to playing
with the toys.
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